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 A NLG approach is analyzed for the task headline generation
 Several content selection  strategies are analyzed as macroplanning stage
 An adapted version of HanaNLG is used  for the surface realization  stage
 Coherent and structured headlines not present in the source news are obtained
 HanaNLG-PLM headlines were among  the top preferred in the human evaluation
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Abstract

Headline generation is a task where the most important information of a news

article is condensed and embodied into a single short sentence. This task is

normally addressed by summarization techniques, ideally combining extractive

and abstractive methods together with sentence compression or fusion tech-

niques. Although Natural Language Generation (NLG) techniques have not

been directly exploited for headline generation, they may provide better mech-

anisms than summarization techniques to paraphrase the information of a text.

Therefore, this paper analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of NLG tech-

niques for generating headlines. In NLG, both content selection and surface

realization are equally important—there is no point in generating text without

knowing the topic. Considering this premise, we therefore take HanaNLG—a

hybrid surface realization approach—as a basis, and we analyze the effect in

the generated text when different content selection strategies are integrated at

macroplanning stage. The experiments conducted show that, despite not using

any sophisticated summarization method, the proposed approach provided the

following benefits: i) it generated a coherent, linguistically structured headline;

ii) it obtained results on standard datasets (i.e., DUC 2003 and DUC 2004)

that were comparable to several competitive systems, in terms of the content

of the generated headline; and, iii) the headlines generated by the whole ap-
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proach (PLM-HanaNLG) were preferred by human assessors compared to those

generated by the best performing system in DUC 2003.

Keywords: Natural Language Generation, Headline Generation, Positional

Language Models, Factored Language Models, Content Selection, Abstractive

Summarization

1. Introduction

An articles headline is one of the most important parts of a piece of news

because it represents the main idea or the essence of the article condensed into a

sentence or phrase. This fact explains why the headline generation task, whose

goal is to automatically construct a headline that describes the content of a5

news article, is normally addressed as a summarization task.

More specifically, the headline generation task can be addressed from two

common summarization strategies: the extractive approach, which identifies the

most important sentence in the text and extracts it verbatim, or alternatively,

the abstractive approach, which paraphrases the key information from the body10

of the news.

Producing a headline using an extractive summarization method has its

drawbacks and may not be the most suitable approach since selecting as a rep-

resentative summary a verbatim sentence from the article can lead to ignoring

important facts reported from other events included. By contrast, an abstrac-15

tive summarization approach would be more appropriate as it scans and para-

phrases the key information of the text, combining in a single sentence or phrase

information present in different sections of the document. Therefore, the latter

approach can result in headlines that are more coherent and cohesive, much like

professional journalists would do. Given the nature of abstract approaches, our20

hypothesis in the present work states that this type of approach could signifi-

cantly benefit from Natural Language Generation techniques to actually create

and infer new information, not expressed literally in the document.

Natural Language Generation (NLG) aims to automatically produce text
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either from some source of data or directly from scratch, requiring the adequate25

integration of several modules, such as content selection or surface realization,

in order to resolve different problems [23].

The adoption of the techniques employed in the NLG area has proven to be

beneficial for other Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications or areas,

yielding good results in dialog systems [18], text simplification [37], generation30

of informative texts [31], summarization [36] or computational creativity [27].

Considering this evidence, it could be expected that the generation of headlines

would also benefit from the use of NLG techniques. However, to the best of our

knowledge, they have not been directly analyzed or employed in this task.

Therefore, to advance towards the automatic generation of more human-like35

headlines, in this research we study and assess to what extent NLG techniques

are useful for the headline generation task. To achieve this goal, we propose

and analyze the integration of different content selection strategies together

with the adaptation of HanaNLG—a surface realization NLG system—to ad-

dress the headline generation task. By doing so, we are able to quantitatively40

and qualitatively evaluate the impact of the content selection strategies on the

resulting headline, and therefore, the influence of the NLG techniques.

HanaNLG is a hybrid surface realization approach, which has proven to be

capable of generating language for different domains [6]. The proposed approach

is hybrid because it relies on the use of linguistic resources, statistical informa-45

tion through language models, and a set of key elements that are dynamically

identified from the input document to generate text. However, since HanaNLG

lacks a macroplanning stage, in this research, different techniques are proposed

and analyzed as content selection strategies (i.e., the macroplanning stage) in

order to identify relevant content from a single news input and provide the nec-50

essary information for HanaNLG to generate an appropriate abstract headline.

Consequently, the generated sentence would summarize the important infor-

mation from the original piece of news regardless of how and in which sentence(s)

this information appears, producing therefore an abstractive headline. In light

of the results obtained, we can claim that the adoption of NLG techniques—55
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with no use of sophisticated summarization techniques—allows the generation

of accurate and more grammatically correct headlines.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the related

work on headline generation is presented. In Section 3, our proposed NLG

approach for generating headlines is described in detail. Next, we report on the60

experiments carried out in Section 4, followed by a discussion of the evaluation

results in Section 5. Finally, the main conclusions and several directions for

future work are outlined in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The task of headline generation has been traditionally addressed as a single-65

document summarization process where the gist of the document is extracted

and presented as a summary. This task has been tackled from the two above-

mentioned summarization perspectives—extractive and abstractive.

Extractive approaches usually compress the input document sentences to

obtain a headline. Some of these works extract one or two informative sen-70

tences from the input document and reduce the summary length by applying

linguistically-motivated transformations [17]; or employ sentence compression

techniques to generate a headline taking as input a collection of documents [20].

Recently, in [14], a sequence prediction technique is proposed which handles the

headline generation problem as a discrete optimization task in a feature-rich75

space.

At the start of the 21st century, [3] pointed out that a purely extractive ap-

proach is insufficient to generate a headline from a document. To overcome the

shortcomings of an extractive summarization approach, the authors proposed

a count-based noisy-channel machine translation model to tackle the genera-80

tion of abstractive headlines. This way of approaching summarization through

an abstractive perspective was formalized around the Document Understanding

Conferences (DUC) [39], where the editions 2003 and 2004 introduced the spe-

cific task for headline generation. Since then, there has been an increase on the
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number of headline generation approaches focused on abstractive summariza-85

tion. In [1], an open-domain abstractive headline generation system which relies

on the clustering of patterns describing the same events is presented. Alterna-

tively, [53] proposes an event-driven model which extracts structural events and

then use a multi-sentence compression algorithm to fuse the events and create

a headline. In [25], authors present a creative system which identifies keywords90

from a news headline and selects an appropriate well-known expression (e.g.

such a slogan) to generate a new headline modifying this expression.

In recent years, there is a strong tendency to use more complex techniques to

address headline generation. In this regard, Deep Learning (DL) techniques have

been used to generate headlines in several ways, taking the lead sentences of the95

document as input and compressing them [49, 13, 54]; or identifying the most

important sentences of the document in order to generate a headline aligned with

them by employing a coarse-to-fine-approach [55]. In all cases, these methods

are not able to work with a long fragment of text and, consequently, may hamper

the real nature behind the summarization task.100

Although headline generation has been tackled from different perspectives,

also employing a wide range of methods, to the best of our knowledge, there is

no literature to date that addresses this task by solely using NLG techniques.

Therefore, the novelty of this paper is to analyze and determine whether the

use of NLG techniques would be useful for this task, providing a complementary105

strategy to abstractive summarization.

3. Design and Development of a Complete NLG Approach

NLG comprises a wide range of subtasks that are commonly viewed as a

three-stage pipeline [47]: macroplanning, microplanning and surface realization.

In the macroplanning stage, the content and the structure to be conveyed in the110

output text is decided, resulting in a document plan. During the next stage (i.e.,

microplanning), information about what words should appear in the final text

is included in the document plan. Finally, using this document plan, the surface
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realization stage aims to finally produce a well-formed, coherent and cohesive

text. In addition to these stages, depending on the input data, a preprocessing115

may be needed before starting the generation process.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed NLG approach.

Based on the general structure of the NLG pipeline, the architecture of our

proposed approach for the headline generation task is composed of the three

modules depicted in Figure 1: (i) Preprocessing; (ii) Macroplanning and Mi-

croplanning; and, (iii) Surface Realization. Within this architecture, several120

content selection strategies will be tested in the Macroplanning and Microplan-

ning module to determine what elements should be worth to include in the

headline. Then, HanaNLG [6] is integrated into the surface realization module

and adapted to generate the final headline, given the elements provided by the

Macroplanning and Microplanning module.125

The selection of HanaNLG as the core of the realization module is based on

a number of features that not only make it a suitable method to carry out our

empirical analysis and thus achieve our goal, but also places it ahead of other

options. One of the key features of HanaNLG performance relies on the use of

linguistic resources as well as statistical information, what makes it a hybrid130
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approach. This property endows the system with the necessary flexibility to

generate text independently of the genre, domain or language, assuming that

certain linguistic tools are available [4]. In contrast to other well-known sur-

face realization approaches, such as SimpleNLG [24], HanaNLG does not need

a well formatted input and it can generate a sentence on his own. This is an135

added value of HanaNLG, since by comparing it with SimpleNLG for exam-

ple, the latter would need as input not only all the sentence components (i.e.,

the subject, the verb, the object of the sentence, etc.), thereby requiring all

the words comprising each component to be indicated (e.g., subject “Mary”,

verb “chase”, object “the monkey”), but also some extra information to de-140

termine the verb tense, for example, or to indicate if the sentence should be

interrogative. SimpleNLG will then generate the sentence concatenating all

these components in the correct order, taking also into account the particular

specifications the sentence would need as described above (e.g., inflecting the

verb, adding a preposition, etc.). Therefore, the entire content of the sentence145

must be clearly precised beforehand. In contrast, HanaNLG is able to generate

sentences without having to detail all this information in advance, and only spec-

ifying the desired requirement that the generated sentence should meet (e.g.,

having words related to a specific theme or topic). In addition to this, thanks

to the use of Factored Language Models (FLM) [10], HanaNLG is also capable150

of generating new information not contained in the training corpus. A thorough

description of HanaNLG is provided in Section 3.3 while FLMs fundamentals

are specifically addressed in Section 3.3.1.

Briefly, our proposed NLG approach works as follows: first, taking as input

the news article from which the headline needs to be generated, its content is155

preprocessed conducting a linguistic analysis performed at several levels. The

results of this analysis will be used by both the Macroplanning and Microplan-

ning module, as well as by the Surface Realization module, in this latter case,

to train the FLMs used in the generation process. Next, in the Macroplanning

and Microplanning module, content selection is performed by determining the160

essential information contained in the input document through the use of several
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heuristic-based strategies. Then, this information is passed down to the Surface

Realization module where it is used to generate a set of candidate sentences.

Finally, the candidates are ranked by their computed probability in order to

select the most suitable. The sentence selected in this process will become the165

generated headline.

Next, each of the stages of our proposed NLG architecture is explained in

more detail.

3.1. Preprocessing

With the aim of generating a headline that represents the content of a doc-170

ument through the series of stages depicted in Figure 1, a preprocessing of the

input document is first needed. Therefore, an analysis is performed at different

linguistic levels (lexical, syntactic and semantic) using a language analyzer (in

our case, Freeling [40]), which permits information to be obtained regarding the

words, structures and concepts stated in the input news article.175

Later sections will explain different strategies used to perform the macroplan-

ning and will detail how the surface realization is carried out by HanaNLG. In

each and every one of these stages the results derived from the linguistic analysis

are used, whether by considering the terms as lemmas, their grammar category,

the synset1 to which they are associated or the named entities (NE) they refer.180

3.2. Macroplanning and Microplanning

After performing the preprocessing of the documents, the module responsible

for the Macroplanning and Microplanning, through its content selection stage,

is in charge of providing the vocabulary that will be used for generating the

final headlines.185

When dealing with news articles, there are some terms or expressions that

may represent their most important facts. On this basis, the content selection

is addressed by detecting relevant elements of the input text that highlight

1Set of cognitive synonyms related to a concept used in WordNet[19]
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the essential information of the document and will contribute to configure the

vocabulary. The form of the relevant elements can range from basic ones, such190

as verbs, adjectives or nouns, to more complex structures, such as NE.

Diverse heuristic-based strategies were proposed and implemented for iden-

tifying these key terms to be used during the Surface Realization Module. De-

pending on the heuristic employed, in some cases a threshold is needed to decide

whether a term is relevant or not. In particular, the heuristics used are the fol-195

lowing ones:

• NE: A named entity is a set of words which identifies a particular loca-

tion, company, organization, person, etc. “New York” or “Disney” would

be examples of NEs. This type of element has been widely used in the

automatic summarization field [15, 28] and can be helpful when deter-200

mining the key information in a document used to produce a summary.

Regarding headlines generation, these elements can provide fundamental

information about the key aspects related to a news article such as the

location or the actors involved. Considering this, in the current heuris-

tic, the NE from the first three sentences of the input document where205

extracted. The selection of these specific sentences is based on the idea

that a typical news article structure, regarding the importance of the in-

formation conveyed, represents an inverted pyramid [9, 43], with the most

important facts appearing at the beginning of the document answering

the 5 W’s: Who, What, When, Where and Why.210

• Latent Dirichlet Allocation: Topics, as themes of the discourse2, have

been employed in summarization in order to identify the sentences highly

related to the main point of the text [2]. These topics can provide concise

ideas of the articles’ content, and, therefore, are the key elements for the

generation of headlines. Related to these topics, topic modeling is a usual215

task among discourse studies that aims to determine which topics are

2https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/topic
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part of a certain discursive text. Among the techniques devoted to this

task, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [11] is a popular approach which

builds topics as sets of related words calculating the statistical distribution

of such topics regarding both the words and the documents they belong220

to, which are part of a corpus.

Due to its popularity, we decided to also analyze LDA as a content selec-

tion heuristic, using the implementation provided by Gensim [45]. Equa-

tion 1 shows how this heuristic is computed.

P (w, z,Θ, β|α, η) =
k∏

i=1

P (βi|η)
n∏

j=1

P (Θj |α)

|dj |∏

p=1

P (zp,j |Θj)P (wp,j |βzp,j )

(1)

where w is a word contained in the corpus, z represents the topic indi-225

cators of each corpus word, Θ is the topic-by-documents distribution, β

is the word-by-topic distribution, α (resp. η) are priors on the document

mixtures, k is the number of topics, n the total number of words in all

documents and |dj | denotes the length of the document j in words.

• TF-ISF: There are some heuristics that are widely used within the NLP230

area that can help discern when a word is important within a sentence or

document. Among them, the Term Frequency-Inverse Sentence Frequency

(TF-ISF) is a numerical statistic which reflects how important a word is

to a sentence in a document. This heuristic was first implemented as an

adaptation from document retrieval to sentence retrieval [59], and in our235

case, it is calculated as depicted in Equation 2.

tf − isft,s = ft,s · log
N

nt
(2)

where, ft,s is the number of occurrences of term t in the sentence s, N is

the total number of sentences in the document and nt is the number of

sentences that contains the term t.
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Although this heuristic is similar to TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse240

Document Frequency), the latter one is not appropriate for this task since

it is usually used when dealing with more than one document. Therefore,

as we are working on the generation of headlines from a single document,

the former is preferable. In addition, using a threshold when calculating

this heuristic allows us to classify whether a word is significant or not with245

respect to the sentences within the document.

• TF: Another statistic widely use in NLP and similar to the previous one is

Term Frequency (TF). This numerical statistic indicates the significance

of a term within a document by means of its frequency. Moreover, it has

been shown that words with a higher frequency in a text are more likely250

to appear in the final summary [38]. The formula to compute TF is shown

in Equation 3.

tft,d = ft,d (3)

where, ft,d is the frequency of a certain term in a document, i.e., the

number of times that the term f appears in document d.

As in the previous case, a threshold is used to limit the maximum number255

of words selected as relevant terms in the generation.

• PLM: Positional Language Models (PLM) represent a type of statistical

model that have been proven valuable in tasks where the selection of

content and structure of discourse is particularly relevant [57]. These

models have previously shown their usefulness in other NLP areas, such260

as information retrieval [12], but have also been specifically included in

the macroplanning stage in NLG tasks [56]. The use of PLMs as inner

components of the NLG pipelines results in systems able to detect relevant

elements3 within a document—a news article in this case—by considering

3Here the term element is an abstraction that refers to any distinguishable part within the
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their occurrences and the distance among them. In this manner, it is265

possible to calculate a value associated to each element according to its

distribution along the text. In order to obtain this value, first we create

the vocabulary V of content words. For the present scenario, vocabulary

V is composed of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and NE. It is over

those elements that Equation 4 is applied, considering every position in270

the text:

P (w | i) =
∑|D|

j=1
c(w, j)× f(i, j)

∑
w′∈V

∑|D|
j=1

c(w′, j)× f(i, j)
(4)

c(w,j) represents the appearance of element w of the vocabulary in the

position j, |D| expresses the length of the document and f(i,j) is the dis-

tance or propagation function that rates the proximity between i and j.

Several possibilities arise here. In our case, we have selected a Gaussian275

kernel as the distance function, following the work of [56].

The set of most significant elements in the vocabulary will be extracted

considering those values together with the filter provided by a seed, from

which a second vocabulary V’ is extracted. This seed is again a set of

terms which are meaningful for the task and the text, terms that need280

to be analyzed with the same linguistic tools as the document itself. We

selected the first sentence of the document as source for the seed, extracted

the content words and then extended the set with synonyms and lemmas

to create V’.

On this basis, it will be possible to calculate a score SC for each position285

i computed as follows:

document. In general, there are no restrictions regarding which elements could be considered

as part of the vocabulary. In this sense, the elements could be just words or a specific type

of them—for example, verbs—, but they could also be phrases, or named entities.
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SC[i] =
∑

w∈V
P (w | i)× F (5)

with F being a filter vector of the same size than V, such that if the

element wj from V belongs to Vs, then F[j] = 1 ; F[j] = 0, otherwise.

The highest scored positions are selected, and content words around them,

within the sentence to which the position belongs, become part of the set290

that will be next used by the surface realization module to generate the

headline.

After using one of the aforementioned heuristics in this stage, a list of rele-

vant elements is obtained as a result. The elements within this list will be used

in the surface realization stage (HanaNLG) to guide the headline generation.295

3.3. Surface Realization

This module is in charge of generating the final headline of the input news

article, given the relevant content previously determined (Section 3.2).

In this research, the surface realization stage is performed through the adap-

tation of HanaNLG [6]. HanaNLG is a hybrid approach which generates text300

that can be easily adapted to different domains and applications, such as auto-

matic summarization [4]. The text generation process integrated in HanaNLG

is based on over-generation and ranking techniques, where several sentences are

first generated and then ranked with respect to their probability, in order to

only select the one with the highest probability. Furthermore, HanaNLG relies305

on the use of seed features so as to guide the generation of the text based on

certain themes, words, etc., in terms of content and vocabulary. As far as this

research is concerned, the seed feature used for the headline generation is the

vocabulary (relevant elements) retrieved by the Macroplanning and Microplan-

ning module (see Section 3.2). Therefore, these relevant elements will be used310

during the generation process to produce the final headline.

In order to generate a headline, the following modules of HanaNLG were

adapted to the purpose of this research:
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• FLM Training : Trains the language models employed during the genera-

tion process. This module takes the linguistic information gathered in the315

Preprocessing module as input.

• Sentence Generation: Generates sentences based on the vocabulary re-

lated to the seed feature provided by the Macroplanning and Microplan-

ning module following an over-generation strategy.

• Sentence Ranking : Chooses one sentence based on the probabilities pro-320

vided by the FLM trained in the FLM training module, once a set of

sentences is generated by the previous module.

These modules will be explained in detail in the further subsections.

3.3.1. FLM Training

Once the linguistic information is obtained in the Preprocessing module (Sec-325

tion 3.1), different FLMs can be trained over the tagged news article. Those

models were proposed in [10] as an extension of the traditional language mod-

els. For the FLMs, a word is represented as a vector of k factors such that

w ≡ {f1, f2, . . . , fK}. The main objective of this type of model is to build a

statistical model over the individual selected factors: P (f |f1, . . . , fN ), where330

the prediction of the factor f is based on its N parents {f1, . . . , fN}.
Words or n-grams are the representation elements (i.e., factors) used in tradi-

tional language models. By contrast, factors in FLMs do not have to be limited

exclusively to words. They can also involve more abstract knowledge, ranging

from words, lemmas, stems, synsets to any other lexical, syntactic or semantic335

features, considered appropriate for the task to be addressed, thus giving higher

flexibility.

Choosing an appropriate set of factors together with finding the best proba-

bilistic model over these factors are the two key issues that have to be taken into

consideration when developing FLMs. In particular, for the headline generation340

task, we included information about lemmas, POS tags, synsets and the words
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themselves to be used as the factors for training the FLM. The reason for select-

ing these factors is that they can provide more flexibility to the generated text in

terms of vocabulary since the words (with the same semantic meaning) forming

the synsets can be exchanged depending on the context. For these factors, the345

trigram probabilistic model4 was used due to its simplicity and usability in the

NLP area.

The selection of this type of language model is not arbitrary. In previous

research [5], FLMs have demonstrated their capacity to work better than regular

language models. Therefore, in this case, FLMs were chosen for the generation350

of headlines.

3.3.2. Sentence Generation

In HanaNLG, the sentences are generated from its core, which in this case is

the verb of the sentence, whereas the rest of the sentence is produced later, based

on the verb characteristics. In order to generate such sentences, HanaNLG uses355

VerbNet [50] and WordNet [19] as lexical resources, to obtain syntactic frames

that will be used in the headline generation. VerbNet is one of the largest

verb lexicons available for English which incorporates semantic and syntactic

information about verbs, whereas WordNet is a lexical database whose elements

(i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) are grouped into synsets, where each360

of them expresses a unique concept. The frames collected from VerbNet contain

both syntactic and semantic information for each of the verbs included in its

lexicon, while the ones from WordNet only provide a set of generic frames for

all the verbs, as shown in Figure 2.

So, starting from a set of verbs, their frames are first extracted, and for365

each of these frames a sentence is generated. The verbs can be obtained either

from the Macroplanning and Microplanning module or from the trained FLM,

being selected, in this case, the most frequent verbs of the input document.

4A trigram probabilistic model is a language model where the next item within a sequence

is predicted based on the two previous items.
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Figure 2: Frames for the verb “to remain”.

Once the frames are gathered, they are analyzed to know which elements of

the sentence need to be generated (i.e. the constituents of the sentences such370

as the subject or the object). For instance, if a specific frame specifies that a

Subject is needed, the approach first generates the subject elements based on the

trained FLM, prioritizing the vocabulary obtained through the Macroplanning

and Microplanning module. Likewise, if the Object of the verb is required, it is

then generated using the same process.375

3.3.3. Sentence Ranking

After a set of sentences—potential headlines—is generated (i.e., over-generation),

they need to be ordered according to some criteria to decide which one will be

finally selected. For the current research work, the sentences are ranked based

on their probability, which is computed by the chain rule (Equation 6) as the380

product of the probability of all its words, being n the number of words in the

vocabulary. The probability of a word can be computed differently depending

on the language model used. Therefore, the probability of a word is calculated

here as the linear combination of FLMs, as suggested in [30]. As shown in Equa-

tion 7, a weight λi is assigned for each of the FLMs P, resulting their total sum385

1; f represents the selected factors from the different FLMs employed; and n is

the total number of FLMs used for computing the probability.

P (w1, w2...wn) =

n∏

i=1

P (wi|w1, w2...wi−1) (6)

P (fi|f i−1i−2 ) = λ1P1(fi|f i−1i−2 )1/n + · · ·+ λnPn(fi|f i−1i−2 )1/n (7)
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The final selected sentence would be the one with the highest probability in

addition to containing the maximum number of relevant words. Consequently,

this sentence would be considered the generated headline.390

4. Experimental Set-up

In this section, the series of experiments performed to evaluate our proposal

are described together with the tasks tackled and the datasets employed. We

specifically focused on the shared tasks proposed in DUC 2003 and DUC 2004,

which included a single-document headline generation task. This scenario was395

selected because it constitutes a controlled environment that would provide

us with the possibility of testing our approaches and analyzing their results

against well-known benchmarks. At the same time, it would allow us to lay the

foundations for testing these approaches later, in larger datasets.

4.1. DUC Headline Generation Task Description400

The main objective for the DUC headline generation task was to create a

very short summary (≤ 75 bytes), comparable to a headline, given a single

input news article. On the basis of the UTF-8 Unicode standard scheme, each

of the 26 letters of the English alphabet, as well as digits and the most common

punctuation symbols, are encoded with one byte. Therefore, we can expect a405

75-byte sentence to contain approximately 75 characters, distributed in words

of varying length. For the sake of clarity, we include below two examples with

their corresponding lengths:

• “Panel probing apartheid-era abuses accuses ANC of human rights viola-

tions” (73 characters)410

• “Romano Prodi’s coalition lost a confidence vote in the Chamber of Deputies”

(74 characters)

Therefore, the datasets provided for this task—for the task 1 in DUC 2003

and DUC 2004—are employed during the experimentation. Table 1 shows the

statistics of the datasets used.415
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Table 1: Statistics of the DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 datasets used during the experimentation.

Dataset # Documents # Sentences # Sentences/document # Words # Words/document

DUC 2003 624 16,478 27 358,367 575

DUC 2004 500 13,141 27 295,710 592

4.2. Tools and Experiments

To process the DUC datasets and obtain the necessary information to run

our proposed NLG approach, some external tools are employed. As previously

mentioned in Section 3.1, the language analyzer Freeling [40] is used to analyze

and tag the input document. The FLMs, which constitute the core idea for the420

surface realization stage, are computed using SRILM [52]. SRILM is a software

which allows the building and training of language models and includes an

implementation for FLMs. In order to work with WordNet, the library JWI

[21] was used, and in the case of VerbNet, the library JVerbnet5 was employed.

As indicated above, HanaNLG has been adapted in this experiment to fit425

into a wider NLG pipeline. The adjustments performed are explained next.

Regarding the over-generation and ranking described in Section 3.3, where an

overall number of sentences ranging from 1 to the maximum number of frames

obtained from the verbs are generated, the probability of a word is computed

as the linear combination of different FLMs (see Equation 7). In our case,430

three different FLMs were used within this linear combination, being lemma

and POS tag the factors chosen to training them. These factors were the ones

that achieved the best results for computing the probability of a word after

testing different configurations of factors for training the models. The linear

combination of the FLMs used in the ranking module is as follows6: P (wi) =435

λ1P (li|li−2, li−1) + λ2P (li|pi−2, pi−1) + λ3P (pi|li−2, li−1), where l refers to a

lemma, p refers to a POS tag, and λi are set λ1 = 0.25, λ2 = 0.25 and λ3 =

0.5. These values were empirically determined by testing different values and

5http://projects.csail.mit.edu/jverbnet/
6The probability of a POS tag based on the previous POS tags was not included in this

equation since it was previously tested and did not contribute to the probability result.
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comparing the results obtained.

As a result of the experiments conducted, a headline was generated for each440

of the documents in the datasets. So, taking into consideration that 5 heuristics

were tested for identifying the relevant elements in the Macroplanning and Mi-

croplanning module (Section 3.2): (i) NE; (ii) LDA; (iii) TF-ISF; (iv) TF; and

(v) PLM; a total of 3,120 and 2,500 headlines were generated using the DUC

2003 and DUC 2004 datasets respectively.445

5. Evaluation, Results and Discussion

Evaluation in NLG is a complex issue that requires different modes of as-

sessment to be considered. Although there exist automatic metrics that allow

certain aspects of the generation to be measured, it is generally accepted that

using only these types of metrics is insufficient [8, 26] and that it is necessary450

to complete this type of approach with human-based evaluations, in order to

achieve an adequate appraisal of a system.

Following that direction, this section describes the evaluation process that

has been carried out together with the results obtained. In order to assess the

headlines generated by our proposed NLG approach, three distinct types of455

evaluation were performed. Given the NLG perspective of this research, it is

highly important to firstly verify that our proposed NLG approach is able to

generate acceptable text, so the generated headlines with the different content

selection heuristics were first manually evaluated to measure their correctness.

Second, an automatic evaluation was carried out to compare our approach in460

the context of the original summarization shared tasks. Finally, a user prefer-

ence judgments evaluation was conducted to assess the competitiveness of our

generated headlines compared to the best-performing approaches of the original

shared tasks.

5.1. Manual Evaluation465

The first test carried out to achieve an adequate assessment of the proposed

system so that we can check whether the NLG techniques actually improve the
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generation of headlines, is based on a human evaluation technique.

In this manner, to assess the capability of the proposed NLG approach to

generate a headline from a linguistic perspective, a user-based collaborative470

evaluation with a total of 3 assessors was conducted.

The assessors were graduate and postgraduate students with an advanced

level of English. Several questionnaires employing a 5-pt Likert Scale were

designed and used for the evaluation, given that this type of assessment is

appropriate and frequently used in the research community [46]. A total of475

800 headlines were evaluated, sourced as follows: 80 headlines for each of the

five heuristics from two datasets, from the same input news articles. These

headlines were randomly extracted for evaluation, collected as a representative

sample from the DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 dataset with the total number M

calculated according to the Formula 8, described in [42]:480

M =
N ∗K2 ∗ P ∗Q

E2 ∗ (N − 1) +K2 ∗ P ∗Q (8)

being N the population, K the confidence interval, P the probability of success,

Q the probability of failure and E the error rate. Each value for these parameters

was taken as suggested in [29], so that K=0.95, E=0.05, P=0.5, Q=0.5. The

population N for each DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 datasets was different, being

624 and 500 respectively. Therefore, in order to provide a more uniform scenario485

for the assessors, the resulting number of examples M was rounded to 80.

The goal of this manual evaluation was to measure the headline accuracy

with a 5-pt Likert scale according to the following aspects of the generated

headlines against all the heuristics tested: i) semantic accuracy of the gener-

ated headline, ii) grammatical accuracy and iii) factual accuracy. Specifically,490

the semantic accuracy refers to the degree of semantic meaningfulness of the

generated headlines, being 1 the value for a meaningless headline and 5 for a

headline with a full correct semantic meaning. The concept grammatical ac-

curacy refers to the correctness of the grammatical structure of the generated

headlines, being 1 an indication of a lack of structure in the headline, and 5 if the495
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Table 2: Results of the manual evaluation performed using the DUC 2003 and DUC 2004

datasets for each of the heuristics employed during the macroplanning stage. These results

refer to the averages obtained from the assessors scores

DUC 2003 DUC 2004

System
Semantic

Accuracy

Grammatical

Accuracy

Factual

Accuracy

Semantic

Accuracy

Grammatical

Accuracy

Factual

Accuracy

NE-HanaNLG 2.78 3.15 2.55 2.49 2.89 2.24

LDA-HanaNLG 2.62 3.08 2.29 2.42 2.68 2.10

TF-ISF-HanaNLG 2.63 3.11 2.33 2.34 2.63 2.03

TF-HanaNLG 2.61 3.14 2.29 2.4 2.68 2.08

PLM-HanaNLG 3.20 3.42 2.95 3.36 3.61 3.27

headline is grammatically accurate. Finally, in terms of factual accuracy, i.e.,

the extent to which the news article content can be inferred from the generated

headline, a score of 1 indicates difficulty in this task, while 5 denotes that the

user can figure out the content of the article from the headline. A summary of

the averages of the results obtained for this manual evaluation for the headlines500

generated with the DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 datasets is shown in Table 2.

As can be seen in the Table 2, the PLM strategy generated headlines that

obtained the best results in all aspects for both datasets.

On the one hand, this may be due to the fact that the PLM strategy performs

a selection that considers not only the relevant elements and their occurrences,505

but also their distribution throughout the document and its structure, giving

greater attention to those parts of the text where the concentration of signifi-

cant information is higher. On the other hand, the process that elaborates the

final set of elements that will be passed to the surface realization method, i.e.,

HanaNLG, considers elements close to the relevant positions, so that the sense510

associated to these semantically connected terms surrounding those positions is

preserved. This can have a determinant effect on the final realization of more

meaningful headlines.

Figure 3 shows the number of headlines generated considering each of the

Likert scale values for the different content selection heuristics in both datasets.515

The figure displays the number of sentences regarding the semantic accuracy, the
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grammatical accuracy and the factual accuracy evaluation. It is worth stressing

that almost 75% (on average for both datasets) of the headlines generated with

both datasets using the PLM heuristic are classified with the value 3 or higher,

being this percentage greater than for the other content selection heuristics,520

thus reconfirming that taking into account both relevance and position is an

added-value with respect to the other heuristics.

Figure 3: Number of headlines scored for each rating of the 5-pt Likert scale regarding the

semantic accuracy, the grammatical accuracy and the factual accuracy for both datasets. The

minimum values for the semantic accuracy indicate a lack of meaning for a headline whereas

the maximum values indicate that a headline has a correct full semantic meaning. For the

grammatical accuracy ratings, the minimum values represent that the headline has a poor

structure and the higher values indicate that the headline is grammatically accurate. Finally,

the minimum factual accuracy values represent the difficulty in inferring the content of the

news article from the headline while the maximum values indicates the opposite
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5.2. Automatic Evaluation

Once the quality of the headline generated by our NLG approach was evaluated—

being the PLM heuristic the one that led to the best results in terms of semantic,525

grammatical and factual accuracy—, the goal of this second test is to determine

how good the generated headlines are in terms of their content. This assess-

ment is conducted using automatic metrics that apply a variety of techniques to

compare each headline created automatically to one or several references or gold

standard that have been manually generated. In this case, for each news article530

of the DUC 2003 and 2004 datasets, four different reference headlines—manually

created–were provided. Apart from our NLG approach and its different settings,

we have considered two external approaches for comparison purposes: i) a base-

line that selects as headline the first sentence of the news document, also known

as Lead sentence (thus called LeadBaseline in this research work), and ii) the535

best systems participating at DUC 2003 (Best03) and DUC 2004 (Best04)[58].

To conduct this evaluation, NLG-eval[51]7 was used over every system. This

tool is originally designed for evaluating NLG systems, and allows different

metrics to be computed, including BLEU, METEOR and ROUGE-L. Next, we

provide a brief description of them.540

• BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [41] was introduced in 2002 as

a way to measure how much of the summary generated by the system cor-

responds to the reference, considering cumulative n-grams scores ranging

from n=1 to 4, against a set of references.

• METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORder-545

ing) [33] was proposed shortly after BLEU as a metric that could provide

an improvement regarding the correlation with human evaluation, com-

bining weighed recall and precision. Although the metric considers only

unigrams, it takes into account inflection variations, synonymy and para-

phrases matching. METEOR is also computed against a set of references550

7https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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Table 3: BLEU(B), METEOR(M), ROUGE-L(RL), and ROUGE-2(R2) computed on the

DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 datasets for our approaches, the Best systems of each task and the

LeadBaseline. For ROUGE-L and ROUGE-2, F-Measure is provided. The best scores among

our approaches and the external approaches are stressed to enable better comparison

DUC 2003 DUC 2004

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M RL R2 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M RL R2

NE-HanaNLG 32.29 9.12 3.31 1.43 12.32 23.28 1.77 32.30 9.82 4.02 1.87 12.09 20.10 1.71

LDA-HanaNLG 30.94 8.36 3.23 1.50 11.73 22.50 1.61 30.96 9.03 3.64 1.69 11.52 19.39 1.58

TF-ISF-HanaNLG 32.23 9.29 3.67 1.58 12.22 1.98 22.87 31.58 9.06 3.71 1.73 11.53 19.38 1.51

TF-HanaNLG 39.37 12.21 4.85 2.09 12.63 25.30 2.54 36.52 10.24 3.90 1.80 11.58 20.45 1.71

PLM-HanaNLG 31.00 9.95 3.94 1.51 10.15 23.42 1.67 30.95 9.61 4.01 1.88 9.68 19.52 1.59

Best 23.38 3.98 0.68 0.00 15.42 13.18 1.46 31.93 20.67 13.51 8.59 16.96 23.95 6.73

LeadBaseline 28.28 19.37 14.11 10.56 21.20 23.19 7.52 36.02 21.93 14.01 8.95 16.03 26.59 7.02

but, different from BLEU, its value does result from the selection of the

best match, and not from an average of them.

• ROUGE-L. ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evalua-

tion) [34] is a popular evaluation tool in the automatic summarization

community, already used in the headline generation task of DUC 2004.555

It provides several metrics (ROUGE-L, among them) to evaluate how

informative an automatic summary is (i.e., in our case, an automatic gen-

erated headline). This comparison is done in terms of n-gram cooccur-

rence that can vary in length (e.g., unigrams, bigrams, longest common

subsequence) depending on the type of metric selected (e.g. ROUGE-1,560

ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L). Given the fact that NLG-eval only implements

ROUGE-L (longest common subsequence), we also enrich the evaluation

with ROUGE-2, which computes consecutive bigram matching, thus be-

ing in between the unigram coincidence and the longest common subse-

quence. For this, the version 1.5.5 of ROUGE was used.565

Table 3 summarizes the scores obtained for the metrics computed with NLG-

eval together with ROUGE-2. Although the results for both datasets are similar,

the ones for DUC 2003 dataset are slightly better. As for the performance of the

proposed content selection heuristics, TF and NE approaches obtain the best

overall results in both datasets. This differs from the results obtained in the570
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manual evaluation, where from a linguistic perspective the headlines generated

with PLM heuristics for content selection performed better. On this point, it

is worth noting that despite the fact that evaluating a summary based on its

comparison to a human summary is useful for determining the extent to which

relevant content has been reflected in the summary, there may exist other good575

headlines that have been penalized because they do not use the same words

as the human headlines. In fact, this is one of the drawbacks that makes the

evaluation of automatic summarization challenging [35].

As expected, BLEU decreases with the length of the n-gram, but our content

selection heuristics present better results than both the Best systems and the580

LeadBaseline for BLEU unigrams, and higher results than Best03 for all the

metrics.

The LeadBaseline overperforms all the remaining approaches, except for

BLEU unigrams, a previously mentioned, where TF obtains higher results. This

is justified since, given the structure of a news article, the first sentence nor-585

mally summarizes the main information, thereby providing a very competitive

baseline.

As for Best04 approach, the results are in general much higher compared to

the remaining approaches. However, after careful examination of the generated

headlines using this approach, this is explained by the way the headline was590

created, i.e., by taking two keywords extracted from the news item together

with a fragment of the first sentence of the news article, resulting in a set of

words very similar to the lead baseline.

In addition to the word-overlap metrics previously mentioned, NLG-Eval

provides embedding based metrics, which consider cosine similarity measures as595

a means by which to better capture semantic similarities. The evaluation has

been carried out over our NLG approach with the different content selection

strategies, the best systems and LeadBaselines both from DUC 2003 and DUC

2004.

An extra configuration named IntraGold has been added to establish an600

indicator based on the references quality. Let D = {d1, .., dn} represent the set
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Table 4: Embedding based metrics considering cosine similarity for DUC 2003 and DUC

2004. The best performances among our approaches and the external approaches are stressed

to enable better comparison

DUC 2003 DUC 2004

Skip

Thought

Embedding

Average

Vector

Extrema

Greedy

Matching

Skip

Thought

Embedding

Average

Vector

Extrema

Greedy

Matching

NE-HanaNLG 77.37 76.90 46.10 69.70 62.24 77.53 46.97 69.83

LDA-HanaNLG 77.22 76.84 45.34 68.52 61.97 77.55 46.67 69.25

TF-ISF-HanaNLG 77.20 77.17 46.84 69.03 62.10 77.81 47.79 68.95

TF-HanaNLG 77.57 78.29 48.46 70.85 66.20 78.27 48.23 70.68

PLM-HanaNLG 77.59 73.26 43.59 70.57 62.04 72.85 44.06 71.23

Best 41.16 67.57 46.41 48.15 48.01 55.92 48.99 74.89

LeadBaseline 45.47 16.51 30.71 73.07 45.48 73.15 48.86 74.03

IntraGold 64.21 64.47 40.39 70.01 51.71 64.59 43.57 69.77

of references relative to DUC 2003 or DUC 2004, with n = 4, and let M ′i(m, di)

indicate the result of applying the metric m to the set D considering that the

document i acts as the hypothesis while the rest of the documents serve as

references for di, we compute the metric M for the IntraGold configuration as605

the average of applying M ′ to the set D, following the next equation:

M =
1

n

n∑

i=1

M ′i(m, di) (9)

The score obtained should be treated as landmark when assessing the se-

mantic similarity results, since the documents considered as hypothesis were in

fact created by humans as gold standard headlines.

Four metrics have been considered: Skip-thought [32], which uses a recurrent610

network to encode and decode sentence embeddings; Embedding Average, that

computes an average considering the word embeddings composing the sentence;

Vector Extrema [22], that takes maximum or minimum values for each dimension

of the word embeddings from a sentence; and finally, Greedy Matching [48],

where every word embedding of the hypothesis is consecutively matched, also615

in reverse order, to the word embeddings in the reference, and then averaged.

Ultimately, all the scores result from measuring the cosine similarity between

the embeddings from the system headlines and the references.
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Table 4 presents the outcomes for the different embedding based metrics.

Similar to the previous results, the TF heuristic shows the best results, but it620

is worth noting that the remaining content selection strategies score above the

other models, Best and LeadBaseline, practically for all the metrics. Our NLG

approach also improves the IntraGold scores, gaining a distance greater than 10

both in Skip-thought and Embedding Average.

The automatic metrics and similarity measures with which our approaches625

have been assessed place our results in a remarkable position within the sum-

marization tasks tackled. However, as stated at the beginning of this Section,

quality estimation of NLG outcomes needs to be addressed from different angles.

To complete the appraisal of the results provided by the different heuristics, we

conducted a second human evaluation, this time based on user preferences.630

5.3. User Preference Judgments

Given that our generated headlines also obtain good results with respect to

the reference headlines provided by expert journalists in the automatic eval-

uation, an evaluation based on user preferences [7] was lastly performed to

compare our generated headlines also with the best systems participating at635

DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 [58]. This evaluation will provide an idea of how

competitive our headlines are with respect to the best-performing approaches

of these shared tasks. Since we have obtained different results in the manual

and automatic evaluations regarding which may be the best heuristic for the

macroplanning and microplanning module, we include again all the analyzed640

heuristics in this evaluation, together with the Best DUC approaches. However,

we have discarded the LeadBaselines since we were more interested in evaluat-

ing headlines that were not the result of directly copying content from the news

article.

The aim of this evaluation was to analyze the different approaches in terms of645

user preferences. To accomplish this purpose, a collaborative evaluation with 3

assessors was again conducted. They were asked to rate the headlines, ranking

them from the most preferred one (with value 1) to the least preferred one
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Table 5: Results of user preference judgments. The results refer to the mode obtained from

the assessors scores, being 1 the score assigned to the most preferred headline

System DUC 2003 - Mode DUC 2004 - Mode

NE-HanaNLG 2 3

LDA-HanaNLG 3 4

TF-ISF-HanaNLG 4 5

TF-HanaNLG 5 6

PLM-HanaNLG 1 2

Best 6 1

(with value 6). Both the results generated with the NLG strategies—NE, LDA,

TF-ISF, TF and PLM heuristics—and with the Best DUC approaches were650

considered for this test.

Table 5 summarizes the results obtained from the assessors answers to the

questionnaires. The mode (i.e., the value that appears most often in a set of

values) is reported for both the DUC 2003 and DUC 2004 data sets.

In the case of the DUC 2003, the headlines most preferred by the assessors655

were the ones in which the macroplanning was performed through PLM heuris-

tic, being the least preferred the ones from Best03, which were just a few put

together keywords. With respect to the headlines generated using the DUC

2004 dataset, the assessors preferred the ones generated by the Best04, being

the PLM strategy for the macroplanning ranked in 2nd place. This reconfirms660

the results obtained when assessing the grammatical, semantic and factual ac-

curacy in the previous manual evaluation. This evaluation also confirms that

automatic metrics are not sufficient per se to determine the soundness of a so-

lution. Following those automatic results, for instance, TF was one of the top

performing heuristics, whereas according to user preferences, the headlines gen-665

erated when using TF for content selection in the macroplanning stage were the

least preferred.
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5.4. Error Analysis and Further Discussion

In general, the proposed NLG approach performs reasonably well at gener-

ating headlines from a news article input. However, a more detailed analysis has670

been conducted on some of the errors detected that could be taken into account

for further research.

Regarding the generated sentences (i.e. headlines), some errors were found

with respect to the word or chunks ordering (e.g., “former Rio Grande of Brazil

lead economic Cardoso of party.”; “postwar Prodi of the key expect Senate675

of support.”); in other cases, the headlines fail to provide a correct semantic

meaning (e.g.“human Qin in the right sign in political Chinese in china.”).

This circumstance negatively affected the overall understanding of the headline,

making it difficult for the assessors to infer the content of the news articles

during the manual evaluation when only reading the generated headlines. The680

errors affecting the sentence word ordering could be minimized by integrating

syntactic information in the process, for instance, as a new factor for the FLMs.

For improving the semantic correctness, it would be necessary to provide the

approach with some background or world knowledge about the topic or domain.

However, this would result in increasing the complexity of the task as more685

thorough understanding of the semantic contexts would be required, demanding

more resources (processing, knowledge sources) as a consequence.

In other cases, the words selected during the macroplanning stage are too

general (as in the case of the LDA heuristic) instead of being specific to the

key issues of the news article, leading to very generic headlines (e.g., “former690

Rio Grande of Brazil lead economic Cardoso of party.”). To overcome this

problem, other types of heuristics could be employed for detecting the relevant

information within the news articles, such as PLM (e.g., “Rivals of President

Fernando Henrique Cardoso win.”). In this manner, the quality and the content

of the generated headlines would be improved.695

In relation to the grammatical structure of the headlines provided by the dif-

ferent heuristics, as indicated in Section 3.3.2, the generation of each candidate

sentence started with a verb and, conditioned by the verbs associated frame,
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the sentence was developed thereafter. For the current experiment, this action

occurred once per outcome and thus only one verb is included in each sentence.700

However, we found that on numerous occasions, human-generated headlines

can include: reporting verbs—which introduce new sentences with their corre-

sponding verbs—; two non-reporting verbs; or, two explicit sentences with their

respective verb. Some examples of these phenomena would be: “Truth and

Reconciliation Commission says human rights abusers need counseling too.”,705

“Peanuts creator officially retires but characters continue on other formats.”

or “Census nominee favors sampling. GOP says constitution mandates ac-

tual count.”. Not including two verbs in a headline becomes a drawback for

our system, with direct consequences in terms of both automatic and human

assessment. To resolve this problem, first, we will enhance our modules so that710

they can correctly generate sentences that include reporting verbs and second,

we will apply the adequate strategies to aggregate several sentences in a single

headline.

There exists a particular issue associated with the use of automatic metrics

that becomes obvious in the present scenario. The results in this case can be715

affected by the fact that while the headlines generated by our proposed NLG

approach are entirely based on the content and words contained in the input

article, the reference headlines, which our generated headlines are being com-

pared to, are not. The models used during this evaluation as gold standard

were manually elaborated by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Tech-720

nology) assessors following some given guidelines. Each of the four references

was created by a different author, who could even select non-coincident facts

to create a headline of the article. Furthermore, they were allowed to use their

own words when creating the headline models.

A further shortcoming derived from this particular scenario needs to be con-725

sidered. Since some of the models used during the automatic evaluation may not

contain words from the original news articles, some of the evaluation techniques

could produce low results, especially when considering overlapping metrics. This

problem is similar to that which arises when different referring expressions or
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synonyms are used to express agents or actions, an issue closely related to para-730

phrasing. Let’s consider the PLM headline “Temperatures of the plane rise”

against the model reference “Temperature in Swissair Flight 111 reached 300

degrees (570 F)”. Firstly, if we take into consideration the phenomenon of the

increase of temperature, this is present in both headlines although only a hu-

man assessor would notice it, there being no match for the term “rise” here735

in terms of automatic evaluation. Secondly, the parallelism between “plane”

and “Swissair Flight 111”, both references to the same concept, would also be

unnoticed by the automatic metrics, even if these included mechanisms to de-

tect the relation between “plane” and “flight”. Even if this was the case and

this connection were to be identified, current automatic metrics are not able740

of realizing that “plane” here can substitute the whole expression “Swissair

Flight 111”, not finding then, overlapping terms for the words “Swissair” and

“111” and penalizing such replacement. This would also result in a lack of

matching that would therefore have a negative impact on the results. In more

familiar examples, this is what happens with acronyms (“AOL” / “American745

Online”) or pronouns. These circumstances illustrate some of the reasons why,

at present, automatic metrics are insufficient for properly evaluating generation

systems, which underscores the importance of human participation in such an

evaluation. Again, it would be necessary to include knowledge of the domain

and the world in the evaluation systems so that they could perceive such se-750

mantic connections. Until this happens, we will need human assessment as an

indispensable element in building effective systems.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper analyzed how different techniques and tools typically applied

in NLG can be integrated to improve the generation of headlines from news755

articles. A NLG pipeline composed by a macoplanning stage—with several

strategies available—and a surface realization module—HanaNLG—has been

provided.
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To generate these headlines, the approach relies on the detection of key

elements in the original news, linguistic information and FLMs. For identifying760

the relevant elements, several heuristics were tested: NE, TF-ISF, LDA, TF,

and PLM. In order to produce the final headline, over-generation and ranking

techniques were used, creating several potential headlines from which the one

with the highest probability according to the FLM is selected.

To assess the quality of NLG outcomes may be difficult, so it needs to be765

addressed from different angles. In this sense, automatic and human evalua-

tions were conducted. First, the generated headlines were manually evaluated

to determine to what extent the proposed approach was appropriate for this

task and to verify that the generated headlines were adequate. In this manner,

human ratings were measured referring to the semantic accuracy, the grammat-770

ical accuracy and the factual accuracy of the generated headlines with the PLM

heuristic being the best performing one.

Further on, an automatic evaluation was conducted using several metrics

included in NLG-eval (BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE-L and several embedding

based metrics) and the ROUGE-2 metric. The goal of this evaluation was to as-775

sess headline quality in relation to content. In this manner, the results obtained

employing the aforementioned metrics for NLG approaches were remarkable in

the context of the DUC shared tasks addressed, showing an improvement over

the best system for DUC 2003. Additionally, embedded based metrics where

computed in order to compare our NLG approaches against other models (Best780

and LeadBaseline) as well as a metric derived from the references—the gold

standard from which we computed a quality threshold score (IntraGold)—with

NLG approaches outperforming the other three proposals. This second test

showed that for automatic metrics, both overlapping and embedding-based, the

NLG approach with TF as macroplanning stage was the one to score the highest.785

Finally, a user preference judgment evaluation was also carried out in order

to complete the appraisal of the generated headlines. In the case of DUC 2003,

assessors preferred the headlines generated with the PLM heuristic while, in the

case of DUC 2004, the most preferred headlines were the ones generated by the
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Best04 and, in second place, those produced by the PLM strategy.790

In view of the contrasting results between manual and automatic evalua-

tions, it becomes clear that each type of evaluation provides different insights

in relation to the systems performance. This can be clearly observed by con-

sidering the disparity between the different macroplanning strategies for both

cases. Whereas the TF strategy outperforms PLM in the automatic evalua-795

tion, both human evaluations set the PLM strategy above TF and the others.

It is possible that in certain NLP tasks the evaluation obtained by automatic

metrics is more relevant than the one obtained by a human assessment. Nev-

ertheless, in the case of language generation, but also in the specific case of

headline generation, the ultimate receptor is a human, who must find in that800

headline the understandable information that a larger article reports. At the

present time, automatic metrics cannot provide comprehensive results to assess

this circumstance, nor can they adequately evaluate variants of the sentence

that do not affect meaning—referring to the creativity or possibility of multiple

valid outputs stated before—, which is a very likely situation in tasks such as805

those we are dealing with (although measures are being developed to cover more

possibilities).

All this leads us to conclude that, in light of the combination of results,

our proposal to employ NLG techniques in the task of headline generation is

successful and follows a good direction given that the results obtained so far are810

promising. This encourages us to consider new tasks to improve our approach,

which also include those mentioned in Section 5.4.

Before explaining the work ahead, we would like to point out that the present

research deliberately does not include DL strategies among the techniques em-

ployed for generating headlines. This decision was taken because one of our ob-815

jectives was to verify that the different methodologies employed in the modules

of the approach could result in a valid cost-effective solution. All the heuristics

used in the selection of the content and the underlying workflow of HanaNLG

respond adequately to any volume of data and do not require large amounts of

resources, time or hardware. Nevertheless, once we have proven its effectiveness,820
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as future work we will evaluate how the inclusion of different DL approaches,

such as different Transformer architectures (BERT [16], GPT-2 [44], ...) affect

the generation performance, and we will also apply the different strategies over

more recent datasets against which those DL approaches are usually evaluated.

Moreover, in the medium and long-term, we plan to integrate information ver-825

ification mechanisms into the NLG process to minimize information distortion

in the resulting text.
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